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Rozhodnutie o odmietnutí Európskeho orgánu pre 
bankovníctvo poskytnúť verejnosti prístup k 
hlasovaniu a rozpravám Rady orgánov dohľadu o 
údajnom porušení práva EÚ vnútroštátnymi dozornými 
orgánmi (vec 615/2021/TE) 

Rozhodnutie 
Prípad 615/2021/TE  - Otvorené dňa 29/04/2021  - Rozhodnutie z dňa 07/02/2022  - 
Dotknutý orgán Európsky orgán pre bankovníctvo ( Nie je oprávnenie na dalšie informácie )  | 

Sťažnosť sa týkala odmietnutia Európskeho orgánu pre bankovníctvo (EBA) poskytnúť 
verejnosti prístup k záznamom o hlasovaní Rady orgánov dohľadu (ďalej len „Rada“) o dvoch 
návrhoch odporúčaní o porušení práva Únie. Odporúčania o porušení práva Únie môžu byť 
vydané, keď EBA vyšetrí možné porušenia práva Únie vnútroštátnymi orgánmi dohľadu. 
Predmetný návrh odporúčaní o porušení práva Únie, adresovaný orgánom dohľadu Malty, 
Dánska a Estónska sa týkal údajnej legalizácie príjmov z trestnej činnosti maltskou bankou 
Pilatus a estónskou pobočkou dánskej banky Danske Bank. 

Sťažovateľ okrem toho tvrdil, že došlo ku konfliktom záujmov, keďže mal podozrenie, že na 
príslušných hlasovaniach sa zúčastnili členovia Rady zastupujúci vnútroštátne orgány dohľadu 
Malty, Dánska a Estónska. 

V odpovedi na ombudsmankino predbežné posúdenie prípadu EBA zverejnil predmetné dva 
záznamy o hlasovaní. Ombudsmanka uvítala tento krok a usúdila, že zverejnením dokumentov 
EBA vyriešil tento aspekt sťažnosti. Ombudsmanka zastáva názor, že zverejnenie takýchto 
záznamov o hlasovaní pomáha pri ubezpečení, že členovia rady EBA konajú nestranne a v 
záujme EÚ. Nabáda EBA, aby tak postupoval aj v budúcnosti. 

Pokiaľ ide o otázku konfliktu záujmov, vyšetrovací tím ombudsmanky pri skúmaní dokumentov 
zistil, že príslušní členovia Rady skutočne hlasovali o tom, či by EBA mal vydať odporúčanie o 
porušení práva Únie týkajúce sa ich vlastných príslušných orgánov dohľadu. EBA síce uviedol, 
že v pravidlách platných v tom čase sa nepredpokladalo vylúčenie žiadneho člena Rady z 
hlasovania, ombudsmanka však zastávala názor, že požiadavka konať nestranne a v záujme 
EÚ znamená, že títo členovia Rady nemali hlasovať. 

Keďže EBA prijal v januári 2020 nový rokovací poriadok pre svoju Radu a novú stratégiu 
týkajúcu sa konfliktov záujmov v prípade osôb, ktoré nie sú zamestnancami, čím podľa 
všetkého predchádza tomu, aby k takémuto konfliktu záujmov došlo znovu, ombudsmanka sa 
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domnieva, že v tejto fáze nie sú opodstatnené žiadne ďalšie vyšetrovania. Vyšetrovanie preto 
uzavrela a opätovne uvítala významný pokrok, ktorý sa dosiahol v dôsledku pripravenosti 
riadiacich orgánov EBA zaviesť väčšiu mieru transparentnosti. 

Background to the complaint 

1. The European Banking Authority (EBA) is responsible for the regulation and supervision of 
the EU banking sector. The EBA does not supervise banks directly, but rather seeks to ensure 
that Member State banking authorities carry out their supervisory tasks properly. 

2. The EBA can, in this context, investigate potential breaches of EU law by national 
supervisory authorities and issue Breach of Union Law (BUL) recommendations to the national 
supervisory authorities concerned. [1]  The investigation involves the convening of a panel, 
which comprises the EBA Chair and six other members of the Board of Supervisors from 
Member States whose authorities are not concerned by the investigation. To date, the EBA has 
launched two investigations into potential breaches of EU law by national banking supervisory 
authorities, related to alleged money laundering by the Maltese Pilatus Bank and the Estonian 
branch of the Danish Danske Bank. 

3. The EBA’s Board of Supervisors (hereinafter the ‘Board’), which comprises the heads of the 
national supervisory authorities of all EU Member States, then decides, on the basis of a simple 
majority, whether a BUL recommendation should be issued. 

4. In relation to Danske Bank, the proposal for a BUL recommendation was rejected by the 
Board in April 2019. The published minutes of the relevant meeting do not indicate which 
arguments were raised by individual Board members, how individual Board members voted and 
whether the members of the Board representing the national authorities under investigation 
voted. In the case concerning Pilatus Bank, a BUL recommendation was issued in July 2018. 
No minutes of this meeting of the Board were originally published. 

5. On 5 February 2021, the complainant made a request for public access to details of the votes
of the Board on the two proposed BUL recommendations. The complainant also asked that, in 
the future, the EBA should release details of all votes of the Board of Supervisors on “ legislative
matters ”, including BUL recommendations. In support of this view, the complainant referred to 
the Ombudsman’s preliminary assessment in case 1564/2020/TE, [2]  which concerned public 
access to the voting results and debates related to a decision of the European Insurance and 
Occupational Pensions Authority’s (EIOPA) Board on a draft Regulatory Technical Standard in 
July 2020. 

6. The EBA refused to grant the complainant access to the voting records. It added that it does 
not hold further details of the Board’s discussions, apart from the published meeting minutes. 

7. The complainant asked the EBA to review its decision, by making a ‘confirmatory application’.
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8. On 25 March 2021, the EBA confirmed its initial decision to refuse access to the voting 
records. To this end, the EBA stated that disclosing the voting records would undermine the 
EBA’s decision making, [3]  and specifically that disclosing individual Board members’ votes on 
BUL recommendations would create the conditions for significant external pressure on Board 
members, especially from the financial sector and other stakeholders. This pressure would “ 
undermin[e] their ability to act independently and objectively in the sole interest of the Union in 
accordance with their obligations under Article 42 of the EBA’s founding regulation ”. The EBA 
emphasised that it has put in place other measures to increase transparency, such as public 
consultations. 

9. The EBA further noted that, as BUL investigations are “ not carried out with a view to the 
potential adoption of legislative initiatives by the Commission and do not otherwise form part of 
the basis for the legislative action of the EU” , documents resulting from that process would not 
fall under the definition of ‘legislative documents’ in Regulation 1049/2001. [4]  Therefore, the 
principle of wider access to legislative documents would not apply. This would distinguish this 
case from the Ombudsman’s inquiry into the adoption of a draft Regulatory Technical Standard 
by EIOPA’s Board. 

10. Finally, the EBA took the view that the complainant had not demonstrated an overriding 
public interest in disclosure. 

11. Dissatisfied with the EBA’s reply, the complainant turned to the Ombudsman. 

The inquiry 

12. The Ombudsman inquired into whether the EBA: 
- wrongly refused public access to the voting records on the two BUL recommendations; and 
-  wrongfully allowed the national supervisory authorities addressed by the two BUL 
recommendations to participate in the votes regarding those BUL recommendations, thus giving
rise to conflicts of interest. 

13. As a first step in her inquiry, the Ombudsman asked the EBA to inspect the records of the 
two votes and to provide a written reply on the complaint. [5] 

14. In May 2021, the EBA provided the Ombudsman with the requested documents and its 
written reply. [6]  The Ombudsman also received the complainant’s comments on the EBA’s 
reply. 

15. In July 2021, the Ombudsman asked the EBA to reply to her preliminary assessment of the 
complaint. [7]  The EBA replied to the Ombudsman’s preliminary assessment on 28 October 
2021, [8]  and the complainant provided his comments on that reply on 6 December 2021. 
1. Public access to the two voting records 
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The Ombudsman's preliminary assessment 

16. In her preliminary assessment, the Ombudsman first welcomed the EBA’s commitment to 
publishing the voting records in respect of future decisions on the adoption of Regulatory 
Technical Standards, in line with the conclusions of her previous inquiry into EIOPA. [9] 

17. The Ombudsman recalled that Regulation 1049/2001 applies to all  documents held by the 
institutions, [10]  whether they are legislative in nature or not, and that access can be restricted 
only if one (or several) of the exhaustive exceptions apply. [11] 

18. In this context, the Ombudsman noted that she was not convinced by the EBA’s arguments 
to refuse access to the two voting records at issue in this inquiry. Rather, the Ombudsman 
considered that the EBA had not “ established with certainty ” [12]  the existence of significant 
external pressure on Board members. Even if the existence of such pressure were to be 
demonstrated, she considered it unclear how the capacity of the Board to act in a fully 
independent manner and exclusively in the EU interest would be seriously undermined by such 
pressure. 

19. The Ombudsman also expressed concerns about the issue of ‘internal’ pressure on Board 
members from other Board members that are the addressees of BUL recommendations. She 
considered that such internal pressure is more likely if voting records are kept confidential, as 
Board members’ votes are then not subject to public scrutiny. In this context, the Ombudsman 
also referred to a recent special report of the European Court of Auditors, [13]  which found “ 
written evidence of attempts to lobby panel members during the period when the panel was 
deliberating on a potential recommendation to the BoS  [Board of Supervisors]”. [14] 

20. In view of this preliminary assessment, the Ombudsman concluded that the EBA should 
grant public access to the two voting records in question. 

21. The Ombudsman then made some broader observations concerning the nature and 
importance of BUL recommendations. [15]  Based on these observations, she considered it 
consistent with recent case-law, [16]  which has focused on the purpose  of and context  in 
which documents are drawn up, rather than on their formal status, that also documents related 
to the procedure for the adoption of BUL recommendations should benefit from the wider 
access granted to ‘legislative documents’. 

The EBA’s reply to the Ombudsman’s preliminary assessment 

22. In reply to the Ombudsman’s preliminary assessment, the EBA agreed to disclose the two 
voting records in question. It gave the following explanation: 
- The EBA reiterated its view that disclosing individual votes risks increasing pressure on Board 
members “ in a way which impinges on their ability to act independently and objectively in the 
sole interests of the Union, as required by Article 42 of the EBA’s founding regulation. This would 
seriously undermine the EBA’s decision-making” . It stated that Board members must be free to 
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express views without feeling constrained by any external expectations that national interests 
are followed. It noted that “ [t]his is a key distinction from a body such as the Council where 
representatives are there to reflect national political policies and priorities ”. 
- Nevertheless, the EBA reassessed the existence of an overriding public interest in disclosure 
of the two voting records and concluded that it exists, by exception and in these particular 
cases only . It explained that in light of the European Court of Auditor’s recent suspicions that 
there was lobbying, “ there is a unique public interest in scrutinising the conclusions of the 
European Court of Auditors in general and voting conduct of the EBA’s members of the Board of 
Supervisors specifically”. 

The Ombudsman's assessment 

23. The Ombudsman welcomes the EBA’s decision to follow her preliminary assessment and to 
release the two voting records. By taking this step, the EBA resolved this aspect of the 
complaint. 

24. The Ombudsman notes, however, that: 
- The EBA still insists that there is a risk that disclosure of voting records would increase 
external pressure on Board members, thus seriously undermining the EBA’s decision making. 
- The EBA does not agree that there is a general overriding public interest in disclosing all 
voting records related to BUL recommendations (rather, it considers the two cases at hand to be
exceptional). 

25. As regards the risk of increasing external pressure on Board members, the Ombudsman 
notes that the EBA is particularly concerned about “ external expectations that national interests
are followed ”. The suggestion that representatives of national supervisory bodies that are 
designed and expected to be independent would not be capable of withstanding pressure to 
follow national interests is concerning and at odds with their legal obligation to act 
independently and in the EU interest, as required by Article 42 of the EBA Regulation. 

26. BUL recommendations are essential tools in the enforcement of EU law in the banking 
sector. The impartiality of the adoption process for BUL recommendations should always be 
beyond any doubt. 

27. As such, the Ombudsman’s view is that confidentiality may render undue pressure even 
more likely, as there will be no public scrutiny of how Board members voted. As the Court put it 
in its ClientEarth  judgment, in the context of the Commission’s decision-making process, “ 
transparency ensures the credibility of that institution’s action in the minds of citizens and 
concerned organisations and thus specifically contributes to ensuring that that institution acts in
a fully independent manner and exclusively in the general interest. It is rather a lack of public 
information and debate which is likely to give rise to doubts as to whether that institution has 
fulfilled its tasks in a fully independent manner and exclusively in the general interest. ” [17] 
2. Conflict of interest 
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The Ombudsman's preliminary assessment 

28. The inspection of documents by the Ombudsman’s inquiry team revealed that the 
supervisory authorities of Malta, Denmark and Estonia participated in the respective votes in 
2018 (Pilatus Bank) and 2019 (Danske Bank). In her preliminary assessment, the Ombudsman 
considered that this constituted a conflict of interest. 

29. The Ombudsman noted that, when the Board voted on the two BUL recommendations in 
question, the EBA Regulation did not include an explicit  provision on conflicts of interest of 
Board members. However, she took the view that the concerned Board members’ participation 
was incompatible with the EBA’s overall mission [18]  and the Regulation’s requirement that 
voting members “ shall act independently and objectively in the sole interest of the Union as a 
whole and shall neither seek nor take instructions from Union institutions or bodies, from any 
government of a Member State or from any other public or private body ”. [19]  The 
Ombudsman found that the existence of such conflicts of interest calls into question the 
impartiality of the work of the EBA and risks undermining public trust in its work. 

30. At the same time, the Ombudsman noted that the EBA Regulation was amended in January
2020 to include an explicit provision on conflicts of interest. Its amended Article 42 now 
requires  concerned national supervisory authorities to abstain from participating in the 
discussion and votes in relation to agenda items when in a conflict of interest situation. [20]  To 
implement the amended Article 42, the EBA adopted new Rules of Procedure for its Board, 
which contain provisions on conflicts of interest, [21]  and a new Conflict of Interest Policy for 
non-staff, which explicitly defines employment by a competent authority, which is the named 
addressee of a proposed EBA measure issued under Article 17 of the EBA Regulation, or which
is in the same Member State as such a named addressee, as one source of a conflict of interest
. [22] 

31. The Ombudsman invited the EBA to comment on whether it considers that the Board’s 
revised Rules of Procedure and EBA’s new Policy on Conflicts of Interest are sufficiently robust 
to prevent such conflict of interest situations from arising in the future. 

The EBA’s reply to the Ombudsman’s preliminary assessment 

32. In its reply, the EBA disagreed with the Ombudsman’s preliminary assessment. 

33. First, the EBA noted that, in the case of Pilatus Bank, the Maltese Board member was an 
employee of the Maltese Financial Supervisory Authority, not the Maltese Financial Intelligence 
Unit, which was the competent authority concerned in that case. 

34. Second, the EBA took the view that the EBA Regulation, at the time of the two votes, did not
provide for “ any exceptions to the ability of voting members of the Board of Supervisors to be 
excluded from voting ”, and that the European Commission provided clear advice that it was not 
the intention in drafting the legislation that members should be excluded from voting “ in any 
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case ”. In more detail, the EBA explained that: 
- When preparations for the establishment of the three European Supervisory Authorities were 
taking place, they sought the advice of the Commission whether their rules of procedure could 
exclude Board members from voting on matters where they were considered to have a conflict 
of interest, as the matter was not clearly regulated in the three founding regulations. 
- The relevant Directorate-General of the Commission advised that it was not the intention in 
drafting the legislation that any Board member should be excluded from voting in any case. 
- Recognising the importance of this topic, the EBA nevertheless adopted more limited conflict 
of interest provisions to manage conflicts where a member’s alternate would not be equally 
affected by the conflict and so voting would not be completely excluded. 

35. In light of these explanations, the EBA concluded that it “ acted responsibly in establishing 
what was possible under its founding regulation and took steps to manage conflicts of interests 
so far as was compatible with the legislation in force at the time of the BUL cases ”. 

The Ombudsman's assessment 

36. The Ombudsman does not consider that the EBA’s clarification regarding the addressee of 
the BUL recommendation in the Pilatus Bank case alters her preliminary assessment on the 
existence of a conflict of interest. The EBA states that the Maltese Board member is an 
employee of the Maltese Financial Supervisory Authority (MFSA), whereas the Maltese 
Financial Intelligence Unit (FIAU) was the addressee of the BUL recommendation. 

37. The EBA seems to imply that if a different national authority than the one represented in 
EBA’s Board was addressed by a BUL recommendation, no conflict of interest situation could 
arise. 

38. The Ombudsman understands that the risk of a conflict of interest arises from the incentive 
of Board members to protect national interests . This risk arises where the BUL 
recommendation is sent to the national authority represented in the Board or to another 
authority of the same Member State. 

39. This is recognised in the EBA’s new Conflict of Interest Policy for non-staff, which explicitly 
defines the employment by a competent authority, which is the named addressee of a proposed
EBA measure issued under Article 17 of the EBA Regulation, “ or which is in the same Member 
State as such a named addressee ”, as one source of a conflict of interest . [23] 

40. On the EBA’s second argument - that the matter was not clearly regulated in the founding 
regulations of the three European Supervisory Authorities before January 2020 and that the 
EBA had received clear advice from the Commission in this regard - the Ombudsman notes the 
following. 

41. The EBA does not argue that the EBA Regulation, before its amendment in January 2020, 
prevented  the EBA from excluding Board members from voting when in a conflict of interest 
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situation. Rather, the EBA takes the view that the matter was not clearly regulated. 

42. The Ombudsman agrees. There was no explicit provision on conflicts of interest in the EBA 
Regulation at the time of the two votes in 2018 and 2019. Nevertheless, as the Ombudsman 
pointed out in her preliminary assessment, she considers the participation of the concerned 
Board members incompatible with the EBA’s overall mission and the Regulation’s requirement 
that voting members  “shall act independently and objectively in the sole interest of the Union as 
a whole and shall neither seek nor take instructions from Union institutions or bodies, from any 
government of a Member State or from any other public or private body ”. 

43. The EBA relies on advice from the relevant Directorate-General of the Commission on the 
issue. According to the EBA, the advice suggested that the EBA Regulation, before its 
amendment in January 2020, did not foresee any  Board member to be excluded from voting in 
any  case. Despite this advice, the EBA still put in place “ more limited conflict of interest 
provisions ”. These provisions were laid down in the Board’s 2011 Rules of Procedure and 
stated that 

“ Members shall disclose to the Board of Supervisors any conflict of interest which that member 
may have and is aware of before the resolution of a matter to which that conflict relates. No 
voting member may vote on a matter where that voting member has a material conflict ”. 
[24] 

44. The EBA therefore does not seem to have followed the advice received in full, but 
introduced a distinction between material conflicts of interest, on the one hand, and institutional 
conflicts, on the other. It is difficult to see why the first type would exclude conflicted members 
from voting - and the latter not. 

45. The Ombudsman notes, however, that the EBA Regulation was amended in January 2020 
and that EBA has issued new Rules of Procedure for its Board and a new Policy on Conflicts of 
Interest for non-staff. The Board’s new Rules of Procedure require conflicted individuals to 
abstain from participating in the discussion and voting on the relevant agenda item [25]  (in line 
with the amended Article 42 of the EBA Regulation). These rules prevent similar conflict of 
interest situations reoccurring. Thus, no further inquiries into this aspect of the complaint are 
justified at this stage. 

Conclusion 

Based on the inquiry, the Ombudsman closes this case with the following conclusion: 

By giving public access to the two voting records at issue in this inquiry, the EBA 
resolved the first aspect of the complaint. 

As regards the second aspect of the complaint, as the EBA has now issued new rules of 
procedure for its Board, and a new policy on conflicts of interest for non-staff, which 
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prevent a similar conflict of interest situation reoccurring, no further inquiries are 
justified at this stage. 

The complainant and the European Banking Authority will be informed of this decision . 

Emily O'Reilly European Ombudsman 

Strasbourg, 07/02/2022 
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